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Abstract. Systems for detecting fires are essential for protecting people and property. Still, there are a lot 
of problems with these systems' accuracy and the frequency of false warnings. This study uses wireless 
sensor networks with deep learning to improve the accuracy of real- time fire detection systems and 
decrease false alarms. Wi- Fi camera movies are analyzed using the YOLOv5 deep learning model. This 
model locates and classifies items quickly and precisely using deep learning techniques. To guarantee 
accurate detection, a sizable collection of fire- related data is used to train the model. When a fire occurs, 
users receive early warnings via WebRTC technology, and live footage of the burning location is broadcast. 
Using these sophisticated technologies, the efficiency of fire detection in the indoor environment can 
be improved, providing users with immediate and accurate alarms. Personnel and property safety is 
improved, and losses due to fires in the interior environment are decreased.
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Интеграция систем глубокого обучения  
и беспроводных сенсорных сетей  
для точного обнаружения пожара в помещении

О. А. Деяба, б, Д. Ю. Черникова, А. С. Селиванова
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Аннотация. Системы обнаружения пожаров необходимы для защиты людей и имущества. 
Тем не менее существует множество проблем с точностью этих систем и частотой ложных 
предупреждений. В этом исследовании используются беспроводные сенсорные сети с глубоким 
обучением для повышения точности систем обнаружения пожара в реальном времени и уменьшения 
количества ложных тревог. Видео с камеры Wi- Fi анализируется с использованием модели 
глубокого обучения YOLOv5. Эта модель быстро и точно находит и классифицирует предметы, 
используя методы глубокого обучения. Чтобы гарантировать точное обнаружение, для обучения 
модели используется значительная коллекция данных, связанных с пожарами. При возникновении 
пожара пользователи получают ранние предупреждения с помощью технологии WebRTC, а также 
идет прямая трансляция места горения. Используя эти сложные технологии, можно повысить 
эффективность обнаружения пожара в помещении, предоставляя пользователям немедленные 
и точные сигналы тревоги. Повышается безопасность персонала и имущества, снижаются потери 
от пожаров во внутренней среде.
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Introduction

Fires are one of the most dangerous threats that the interior environment faces, generating huge 
material losses and endangering people's lives. As a result, early identification of fires is critical to 
reducing losses and keeping people safe. There has been substantial advancement in the application 
of wireless networking and deep learning technology to detect fires in the interior environment in 
recent years. One of the most important tools in this field is wireless sensor network technology, 
which allows the employment of a group of sensors connected to a wireless network to monitor and 
analyze data related to fires. Wi- Fi cameras and deep learning technology are applied to improve 
fire detection accuracy in the indoor environment. It is now possible to monitor and detect fire 
occurrences in real time by strategically putting Wi- Fi cameras throughout a building or business. 
These cameras' high- quality video feed provides for precise and fast identification of possible fire 
dangers [1]. Deep learning, on the other hand, employs artificial intelligence models to analyze images 
and videos captured by cameras, thereby enhancing detection accuracy and providing timely and 
accurate alerts. One well- known deep learning technique is YOLOv5 (You Only Look Once), which 
is a powerful model for detecting objects and fire in photos and videos [3, 4]. YOLOv5 locates and 
classifies items quickly and precisely by analyzing data using deep learning algorithms. YOLOv5's 
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capacity to handle image and video streams in real- time is one of its main advantages this makes it 
perfect for applications that need quick responses. Delays in detecting fires are a common problem 
with traditional fire detection systems, which can result in serious loss and damage. We can greatly 
shorten the reaction time by using YOLOv5 and communication technology, allowing for quicker 
firefighting and evacuation operations. The decrease in false alerts is another essential feature of fire 
detection systems. False alerts erode the confidence of the system. YOLOv5 can also be trained on 
big datasets, allowing it to learn and adapt to different fire conditions. We can improve the algorithm's 
capacity to detect fires effectively across multiple contexts by using a wide set of training data, such 
as different fire types, sizes, and environmental circumstances.

Many approaches for constructing a fire detection system have been proposed. To identify fires, [5] 
employed a variety of color schemes, including RGB, HSI, YUV, YCbCr, and CIE L*a*b*. The paper 
[6] provides an overview of four commonly used deep learning- based object identification methods, 
highlighting their merits and shortcomings. According to the findings of this study, the fire lighter is 
a fire with a probability ranging from 82 % to 84 %. The creation of an internal system for early fire 
detection and real- time fire location identification is discussed in [7]. This study's test findings show 
that candle fire can be detected with an accuracy of 65.8 %. The paper [8] describes the development 
of vision- based early flame detection and notification. The result of the proposed method shows the 
flame of wood stoves, candles, and fire lighters as fire. YOLOv3 was improved in [9] to improve 
feature extraction capacity and overcome computational complexity for accurate fire detection. In [10], 
the YOLOv4 model was developed to identify fires in real- time scenarios. The study [11] proposes 
a particular fire detection method based on YOLOv5, which gives superior accuracy and real- time 
performance. The fire lighter, according to the findings of this inquiry, is a fire. [12] The purpose of this 
study is to develop a fire detection and early warning system that will monitor the property and notify 
the homeowner if a fire starts. [13] This paper's main objective is to handle kitchen safety issues and 
alert users' phones in the event of a gas leak or fire.

This paper proposes to develop a wireless sensor network based on a Wi- Fi camera and deep 
learning. To detect fires, the YOLOv5 model was used. Compared to previous versions, YOLOv5 is 
smaller, faster, and more accurate. It is easy to use and does not require any programming knowledge. 
The suggested concept was designed to handle flames that resulted from heating stoves, candles, and 
lighters as false alarms rather than real fires. The idea also suggested using a communications network 
to relay data from the cameras to the fire detection system. The proposed device not only alerts the user 
to the presence of a fire but also displays live imagery of the surrounding region. The proposed system 
additionally shows the user the location of the fire in the structure.

I. Wi- Fi Cameras and Data Transmission

Because of how easy and convenient Wi- Fi cameras are to use, their popularity has increased. 
These cameras enable users to view and record video remotely via wireless data transmission over 
a Wi- Fi network. The ability of Wi- Fi cameras to transmit data wirelessly is their primary benefit. 
This simplifies installation and configuration by doing away with the requirement for physical cords. 
Wi- Fi cameras offer more placement options because they can be installed anywhere that is within the 
coverage area of a Wi- Fi network. Wi- Fi cameras use radio waves to send data. A Wi- Fi network, which 
serves as a data transfer route, is connected to these cameras. Before the video is wirelessly sent to a 
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receiver or a cloud- based storage system, it is transformed into digital signals. One of the key benefits of 
Wi- Fi cameras is the ability to access and monitor the footage remotely. Users can see live video feeds 
or recorded content from any location with an internet connection by connecting to the camera with a 
smartphone, tablet, or computer. This feature is especially useful for home security because it allows 
homeowners to keep an eye on their property even when they are not present. Scalability is another 
advantage of Wi- Fi cameras. By linking several cameras to a single Wi- Fi network, a comprehensive 
surveillance system can be constructed. This allows users to monitor many places at the same time, 
which improves security and surveillance capabilities [14].

II. Web Real- Time Communication

Web Real- Time Communication, or WebRTC for short, is the name of an open- source protocol 
that allows people to communicate in real- time through web applications. With WebRTC, data can 
be shared, and audio and video may be easily exchanged between browsers without requiring the 
installation of any software. RTP (Real- Time Transport Protocol), STUN (Session Traversal Utilities 
for NAT), ICE (Interactive Connectivity Establishment), and other technologies are required for 
WebRTC technology to function. WebRTC makes it simple for developers to build online apps that 
provide file and screen sharing, audio and video chatting, and both. WebRTC offers an application 
programming interface (API) for controlling real- time communications. This interface allows 
developers to establish secure and effective direct communication channels across browsers. Many 
contemporary browsers, including Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome, support 
WebRTC. Numerous industries, including online gaming, telemedicine, remote learning, online 
communications, and real- time collaboration, use WebRTC technologies. By offering a direct and 
efficient method of online communication, WebRTC is a potent and distinctive technology that 
enhances the user experience [15].

III. Deep learning and machine learning

Machine learning is the study of methods and frameworks that let computers learn and form 
opinions or predictions without needing to be explicitly programmed. It comprises training a computer 
system to recognize patterns and form conclusions based on data [16].

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning that draws inspiration from the composition and 
operation of the human brain [17]. Artificial neural networks, which are composed of interconnected 
layers of nodes, are used to process and learn from massive volumes of data. Deep learning algorithms 
are able to extract complex features and generate precise predictions because they are able to 
autonomously learn hierarchical data representations.

IV. YOLO (You Only Look Once)

A well- known object recognition method that has revolutionized computer vision is called YOLO 
[18]. Joseph Redmon et al. were the ones who first proposed it in 2016. Yolo's real- time processing 
speed is its main benefit, which makes it appropriate for applications that need quick and precise object 
recognition. YOLO builds a grid from the input image and calculates the bounding boxes and class 
probabilities for every grid cell. Yolo has seen numerous improvements and changes since its original 
release. Some of the most popular YOLO variants include the following:
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1. YOLOv1: This iteration of YOLO introduced the idea of dividing an image into grids and 
forecasting bounding boxes and class probabilities. Nevertheless, it had trouble localizing and was not 
able to distinguish small features.

2. YOLOv2 (YOLO9000): To address the shortcomings of the first version, anchor boxes and 
a multi- scale approach were included. It also included improved object identification accuracy and a 
broader network architecture.

3. YOLOv3: This improved YOLO performance and accuracy by utilizing multiple detection 
scales and integrating a feature pyramid network (FPN). Additionally, it brought in novel methods like 
Darknet-53, which improved the backbone network's efficiency.

4. YOLOv4: The object classification modularity in YOLOv4 has been enhanced to enhance 
accuracy and stability in the recognition of diverse objects.

5. YOLOv5: Introduced in 2020, YOLOv5 seeks to improve upon the simplicity and speed 
of YOLO. The proposal introduces a unique approach named «Scaled- YOLOv4» together with a 
streamlined design to achieve comparable precision while reducing inference time.

Every YOLO version has advanced real- time object detection and has found widespread use in a 
range of applications, such as autonomous vehicles, robots, and surveillance systems [19–26].

V. Algorithm

Fig. 1 depicts the proposed algorithm for accurately detecting fire.
The initial stage in training an advanced fire detection system is to amass a dataset of photographs 

containing both genuine and false flames, as well as non- fire images [27]. The dataset should be broad, 
spanning a wide range of scenarios, such as various lighting conditions and camera angles. It is possible 
to obtain the dataset by gathering images from a variety of sources, including video surveillance 
cameras, public image repositories, and plain old image capture. Making sure the dataset is indicative 
of the real- world situations in which the system will be used and balanced is crucial. A lighter, candle, 
or wood stove fire was not regarded as a fire but rather as a false alert in order to improve fire detection 
accuracy and lower false alarms. Examples of the positive and negative images used in training are 
displayed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Fire detection algorithms
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Following the collection of the dataset, the photos must be labeled in order to identify the areas 
of interest (ROIs) that include flames. This is possible with tools like the labelImg application, which 
allows the user to define bounding boxes around ROIs and label them accordingly. The annotated 
photos are then saved in a format compatible with the deep learning framework that was used to train 
the model. Fig. 3 displays the labeling of the fire's location on positive images.

a                                                                                  b

Fig. 2. Sample images used to train the YOLOV5 model; a –  negative images; b –  positive images

Fig. 3. Labels the fire location in positive images
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A dataset is usually split into training, validation, and testing sets in order to be trained. The 
YOLOv5 model is trained on the training set, refined and hyperparameters adjusted on the validation 
set, and the trained model's final performance is assessed on the testing set. By adjusting its parameters 
according to a loss function, the YOLOv5 model gains the ability to recognize and categorize objects 
throughout the training phase. The model iterates several times, modifying its weights to minimize 
the discrepancy between anticipated and actual object placements. It is an iterative procedure to 
train a YOLOv5 model. It entails training the model, evaluating its performance, and making any 
improvements. This repeated development aids in fine- tuning the model and achieving higher detection 
and accuracy. An essential part of training a YOLOv5 model is training data. Training a dependable 
and accurate YOLOv5 model requires a well- organized and varied dataset, correct annotations, and 
appropriate quality control. Data augmentation and iterative development further improve the model's 
performance and generalization abilities.

The Wi- Fi camera continuously streams video frames, which are fed into the trained YOLOv5 
model. Using Wi- Fi cameras eliminates the need for physical connections, simplifying installation 
and setup. Wi- Fi cameras can be installed anywhere within the range of a Wi- Fi network, allowing for 
greater flexibility in camera placement. Proper camera placement is essential for ensuring complete 
coverage of the area. Fig. 4 depicts a communications network within a home environment, linking 
surveillance cameras and the homeowner's smartphone to a fire detector.

The Wi- Fi camera continuously provides video to the fire detection system. Individual frames are 
created from the video stream. Each frame is a single image that will be processed for fire detection 
by YOLOv5. To improve the quality of the frames before feeding them into YOLOv5, preprocessing 

Fig. 4. Communications network within a home environment, linking surveillance cameras and the homeowner's 
smartphone to a fire detector
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methods might be used. This may entail scaling the frames to a certain input size, normalizing pixel 
values, and if necessary modifying brightness or contrast. After that, the preprocessed frames are 
run through the trained YOLOv5 model. The model examines each frame and detects and localizes 
fire- related items using bounding boxes to determine the existence of fire. For each recognized object, 
YOLOv5 returns bounding boxes, class labels, and confidence scores. A confidence threshold can be 
used to filter out false positives. Only detections with confidence scores greater than the threshold are 
considered valid fire incidents. These procedures are carried out in real- time to examine the incoming 
frames from the video stream. This enables rapid identification and reaction to fire occurrences. 
When a fire occurs, fire detection software is critical for providing early warning and implementing 
appropriate safety measures. One of the most useful features that fire detection software can provide 
is the ability to contact the user and provide a video of the location of the fire. To achieve real- time 
communication between the fire detection software and the user, this system uses WebRTC technology. 
The fire detection alert software on the user's device can receive video directly from surveillance 
cameras positioned at the affected site thanks to WebRTC.

VI. Experimental results

We used an image classification program, the Google Colaboratory platform, Android Studio 
Flamingo 2022.2.1, and the Yolov5 application on a PC with an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7–8550U CPU 
@ 1.80GHz processor and the 64-bit Windows 11 Pro operating system to do this project. The image 
labeling program was used to label the location of fires in photographs for training purposes. The 
Google Colaboratory platform was used to train and test the fire pictures. The WebRTC-based fire 
alarm application was created in Android Studio. The Yolov5 application was used to put the project's 
ability to identify flames in photos, videos, and a real- time via a camera to the test. In the case of a 
fire, the fire detection program was also upgraded to convey alarms via communications technology. 
To ensure a reliable evaluation of the system, we run the proposed method three times. To validate the 
effectiveness of the trained model, we tested it with input data from fire images, fire videos, and real- 
time camera. When the model detects a fire, it displays a bounding box highlighted in red along with 
a confidence score.

In the first test, we checked the program's ability to detect fire in images using two pictures. One 
picture contained real fire, while the other did not. Fig. 5 shows the prediction results for detecting real 
fire in the images. The program correctly detected the real fire in image (a) with a confidence of 0.90 
and 0.91, but did not consider the wood stove as a fire in image (b).

In the second test, we used the program to detect fire in videos that contained both real and fake 
fire. Fig. 6 shows the detection results for real fire in the videos. The program correctly predicted the 
presence of real fire in video (a) with a confidence level of 0.90 but did not consider the matchstick as 
a fire in video (b).

In the third test, we used the program to detect fire in real- time using a camera. Fig. 7 shows the 
prediction results for a live camera feed. We tested the program's efficiency using fake fire, and the 
result correctly showed that no fire was detected.

An application was developed to facilitate communication between the fire detection software 
and the smartphone user over WebRTC. The user gets notified through the user interface of the fire 
detection software when a fire is detected. The user's smartphone displays a live video of the fire 
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a                                                                                  b

Fig. 5. The prediction results for detecting real fire in the images

a                                                                                  b

Fig. 6. The prediction results for detecting real fire in the videos

Fig. 7. The prediction results for a live camera feed
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incident and its location within the building. An early fire alarm makes it possible for the user to 
swiftly assess the situation and take appropriate action. Because it enables safe and effective real- time 
communication between the user and the software, WebRTC technology is perfect for this use case. 
This technology enables high- quality, low- latency video transmission, enabling the user to act quickly 
and choose the best course of action. Fire detection software that makes use of WebRTC technology 
can be a very effective tool for handling fire situations since it can give users precise, up- to- date 
information that can help control the fire and limit possible damage. The fire alert program displays a 
video of the fire's location, as shown in Fig. 8.

Conclusion

Deep learning and wireless sensor networks can help achieve accurate interior fire detection. 
The proposed system is based on YOLOv5, and the results of the experiments show that the detection 
model is more accurate and works well for real- time fire detection. Edge cameras with the fire detection 
model can be used to detect fires in buildings, factories, and houses. Furthermore, this technology is 

Fig. 8. Fire alert program displaying a video of the fire area
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particularly useful in sensitive places such as petrol stations, where it can aid in the rapid identification 
and extinguishment of fires. The use of cutting- edge technology improves the capacity for swift 
response and early detection, thereby saving lives and preserving a secure interior environment.
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